
  

 
CLUB MAC ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY  

 
 

At Club MAC we believe that we have made a firm commitment to the environment,  
yet we strive to improve our daily collaboration. 

 
MEASURES OF ENERGY SAVINGS TAKEN SINCE 2017 
• We have proceeded to eliminate 2 boilers from the Hotel Saturno. Now the production of ACS takes 
place exclusively in the Hotel Jupiter. 
• Gasoil has been eliminated as fuel for DHW production. New burners have been installed that work 
with natural gas. This implies lower pollution levels. 
• A pipe has been installed that connects the three buildings for the supply of treated water. This is for 
use in the toilet cisterns. if the City Council of Alcudia manages to distribute it one day. 
• In June of the year 2017, a test was carried out with the company Aqualimit, flow limiters were 
installed in the basin faucets, showers and bathtub taps. 
At the end of the season, the effectiveness of this equipment was not proven, as no savings were shown 
in water consumption. We are now waiting on the installation of meters, for the consumption of water 
supply to the rooms, due to the fact that currently we only know the consumption in the following areas: 
Swimming pools, garden irrigation and the reverse osmosis system. 
Once these counters are in place, we will omit one of the hotels in order to investigate the difference 
between one and the others. 
• Now that we have the gas burners, the heat recovery of the chiller has been switched off to reduce the 
electricity consumption by lowering the COP. 
 
• During the 2018 season, a new system has been installed, it automatically controls all of the below. 
This has been a major improvement as we can now remotely control the following facilities: 
- Air conditioning chillers 
- Cold water pressure pumps. 
- Boilers 
- ACS accumulator tanks 
- Set temperature of air conditioning and hot water. 
- Temperature controls of kitchen cold rooms, complete with alarms in case doors are not properly 
closed. 
• During this season, electric consumption analysers have been installed in the following areas: 
- Buffets in the restaurants – Buffets at the show cooking area – Kitchens – Chillers - Ovens - Dishwashers 
- General Electric circuit breakers, and Cold rooms. 
 
• A contract was signed with the company MD Asenerval, who are responsible for issuing monthly a 
detailed report of the electrical consumption. Thanks to this report we can find out the peaks of hourly 
consumption, the excess consumption (an alarm is triggered when this occurs), updated rates ... etc. 
• All the luminaires in the Mars Hotel Lounge have been replaced, from PLP luminaires with 17 W 
consumption to 7 W consumption LED luminaires (in total 70 luminaires). 

 
• In winter 2017, a water softener was installed in the Hotel Saturno to improve the water quality and 
avoid limescale incrustations in the faucets. To date today the result is excellent and it is very likely that 
during this next winter 2018, we will do the same with the hotel Marte and Jupiter. 
• Club MAC forms part of Sustainable Indicators, where we can evaluate the evolution of energy 
consumption, water, as well as CO2 emissions. (www.sostenibleXXI.es ) 
 

http://www.sosteniblexxi.es/


  

 
 
 
 

 
         During the winter 2018-2019, the following improvements were carried out: 
         • Limescale inhibiters were installed in Marte and Jupiter (Saturno in 2017) to improve the water quality  
          and avoid limescale in pipes and taps. 
         • Replacement of the remaining dichroic spotlights in the rooms (+-450) 
         • Placement of fluorescent LEDs in the kitchen of the Jupiter 
         • The main dishwasher in the Jupiter hotel was replaced with a more energy efficient model. 
 
         •During winter 2020-2021, all the lights and bulbs in the Marte dining room were changed. 
         •During the winter of 2021-2022, all the lights in our hotel shop were changed for economy lighting. 
         •A month ago, the air conditioner in the Jupiter Hotel restaurant was changed for a new, more energy- 
          efficient unit with a recuperator. 
         •A few years ago, with the environment in mind, we took the following initiatives in order to become           
           more eco-friendly. Some of these measures are still being implemented. 
 

a) Rooms 
 

- In order to activate the electrics, the hotel key card must first be inserted into a wall mounted 
module. 
- Electronic contact on all balcony doors to avoid use of air conditioning when opened. 
- Thermostats have been installed in the hotel rooms to regulate temperature with the aim to lower 
consumption. 
- In all the news rooms refurbished during the past two years, we have installed led spotlights of 7 
watts and in the others, once a spotlight does not work; it is replaced with a led spotlight. 
- Installation of bathtubs of just 1m as opposed to 1.5m and showers in our 71 Family suites to lower 
the consumption of water. 
- Replacement of 261 baths for shower stalls in the Saturno and Jupiter hotels in order to reduce the 
water consumption. 
- Replacement of the bathroom taps with a new type of faucet designed to use an absolute minimum 
of water as the water flow is lighter. The tap has two positions; the second position is purposely tight in 
order to discourage over-use of water.  
- We have installed 261 new toilet cisterns with 4.6 litres downloads. The new toilet cisterns have a 
half and full flush. We continue renewing all toilets in rooms. 
- Reuse of towels and bed linen. 
- Information for all our customers regarding our environmentally friendly procedures. We have 
improved the information supplied in the rooms for our ecological laundry system and added useful 
information in our daily newspaper. 
- We have incorporated LCD televisions in all the rooms and discarding the tube cathode televisions 
resulting in lower electricity consumption. 
- We have installed more than 800 new LED spot lights, replacing the dichroic units. This gives us a 
saving of 1.130KW when operating 24 hours and results in a saving of 59w/hour per spotlight 
- We have sealed holes in the false ceilings of the rooms of Jupiter and Saturno to ensure an increased 
efficiency in the air conditioning units thus decreasing the energy consumption. 
- Set up of a computer program to optimise the running costs of the air conditioning and heating units 
- Replacement of two of our air conditioning machines for two high efficiency new ones which can be 
regulated on demand. Both save more energy and recover the heat in order to lower the consumption of 
gasoil. 



  

- In the Saturno hotel, installation of 3 new lifts with minimum electricity consumption. 
 
 
 
 
- Variable speed controls have been placed on the hot water pumps in order to improve their efficiency 
and to lower energy consumption. 
- On the roofs of the three hotels, during the winter of 2022, we have placed asphalt cloth in order to 
prevent any leaks. 
- - During winter 2022-2023, a total of 536 PV solar panels will be installed on the roofs of the 3 hotels. 
 

b) Public internal areas 
 

- In the Saturno corridors, installation of 300 led spotlights of 3 watts each. Before, the spotlights were 
45 watts. 
- In all our restaurants, replacement of dichroic bulbs, 62w/h, for led, 5w/h. 
- Air curtains in all the air-conditioned communal areas to avoid loss of freshness or heat 
- Installation of digital clocks on our electricity panels situated in the dining rooms with show cooking 
to avoid having the high maintenance machinery on when not necessary. 
- In all our new or reformed areas, we have introduced presence detectors to turn on lights, (crèche, 
and the clients’ toilets beside the Dragon pool) 
 

c) Public external areas 
 

- Installation of low wattage lighting in all public areas. 
- Outdoor lighting is controlled by solar clocks or mechanical programs 
- Outdoor showers have been fitted with timer systems 
- Double pulsator taps on wash hand basins 
- All public toilets are fitted with soap dispensers as opposed to using individually wrapped soaps. 
- Selective recyclable waste bins for clients 
- Pre-programmed watering system in all our gardens to insure efficient watering at night time. 
- Replacement of our sprinkler system for one known as "Rotator" which uses less water and is more 
efficient. 
- Sound limiters were installed and sealed by the Alcudia town council. We do not exceed the decibel limits 
they set in order to avoid sound pollution. 

 
d) Swimming pools / lake/ kitchens 

 
- Installation of fully automatic chemical dispensers complete with sensors that constantly read the exact 
        chemical levels of the swimming pools. 
- Automatic chlorine and CO2 dosage in all the pools except the Dragon pool which has a PH dosage. 
- The PH – chemical (acids) that we used in the swimming pools has been replaced by carbon dioxide used in 
carbonated drinks. This way, we avoid the movement of acids around the complex and the quality of the water is 
better. (Less formation of chloramines) 
- We have installed a system that will allow us to use recycled water for toilets in all rooms. The installation is in 
the Marte and Jupiter hotels but as yet we cannot use it until the town hall supplies us with purified, recycled water. 
- In 2012, we installed a system, with an oxygen pump, to oxygenate the natural lake on the complex and in 
2019 two fountains. 
- In 2014, we installed 3 meters to separate and visualize with ease the individual water consumptions and costs 
of the swimming pools, of the guests and irrigation. 
- In 2014, we installed 3 meters, one for each gas tank in the kitchens. 

 
- In 2023, our intention is to install two pumps to help oxygenate the main lake within the complex. 
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e) Re-cycling 

 
- In 2019, we have eliminated all the plastic from the complex. From 2019 until May 2022, this represents 
more than 10.000.000 plastic items swapped for recyclable items. 
- Staff assigned for the re-cycling and storage of carton and glass 
- We have invested in a packing machine for cardboard, which enables us to wrap the cardboard with packing 
tape and to store the cardboard easily. Packing the cardboard in this way is also a great help during transport. 
- The re-cycling of cooking oil, ink cartridges, cardboard and glass. We have specialised staff for the organisation, 
storage and packaging of all recyclable goods, e.g., glass and cardboard 
- The collection of used cooking oil for the use of biodiesel 
- The purchase of recyclable toners 
- Use of biodegradable products 
- Purchase of products by weight instead of in individually wrapped portions, whenever possible 
- We re-utilise and re-cycle all our paper 
 

Finally, from 2009 until 2019 included, we achieved the distinction Travel Life Gold, given by the Federation of 
Tour Operators, which awards the touristic companies who are environmentally friendly and are socially aware. 
The past 8 years, we were also Awarded by the Alcudia Town Hall with the logo “Ecotourism”. 
  
After two years of pandemic during which we were only able to open one hotel for 1 month in 2020 and two 
hotels for 4 months in 2021, we are back to almost normal with the aim to continue improving in all aspects. 
 
We firmly believe in continual improvement and are aware that we must continue to introduce new methods that 
help us respect to the environment. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 


